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Helston Forensics comprises a specialist forensic firearms training laboratory 
run by forensic experts to provide a unique firearms training and analytical 
forensic facility.  
 
Our experts have decades of experience in the field of forensic ballistic 
incident reconstruction both throughout the UK and Internationally.  
 
Many of our clients over the years have encountered pseudo ‘experts’ who 
proclaim to understand the application of ballistic science to law, however in 
many cases we have been able to successfully review and present previously 
misunderstood and misinterpreted forensic evidence.  
 
Forensic Ballistics is a specialist skill that requires specific dedication to learn 
and correctly perform.  As experts in the field we are determined to see high 
quality analytical scientific review prevail over misinformed, dangerous, 
unscientific conjecture which is subsequently presented as scientific fact.   
 
We have seen a vast increase in the number of ‘cold’ cases in recent years 
that we have successfully reviewed and presented to court. 
 
Our new Forensic Ballistic Incident – Case Review Service (FBI-CRS) 
provides a quick turn around cost-effective assessment of any ballistic case, 
including cold cases. 
 
The service is specifically designed so that we can consider any presented 
case and offer an experienced, unbiased, analytical review of the situation 
and what we may be able to offer as part of a full case. We will advise 
whether we believe there is a potential for further evidence review or if we 
do not believe that any further forensic assessment will be supportive.  
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Our aim is to bring peace of mind and ensure competent expert forensic 
ballistic analysis is applied to any case regardless of the circumstances.  
 
If you have a case that you feel would benefit from a forensic ballistic case 
review, please contact us.  
 
Reviews are undertaken by reviewing case notes, this allows us to identify 
any further potential forensic work that may be required.  
 
After the review is undertaken we will have a full discussion with you 
explaining what further work will determine, and should you wish to proceed 
with the further forensic work we will prepare a quotation.  
 
The review cost is quoted upon receiving an outline of the brief, the costs are 
very competitive for an overview where options are explored. For complex 
ballistic reconstruction detailed quotes are prepared in advance of any work 
undertaken.  
 
Initial contact discussions are free of charge. Our aim is to offer a 7 day 
response to all enquiries, and it goes without saying all correspondence and 
discussions are strictly private and confidential. 
 
Please note: we are not lawyers or barristers, any private party may need to 
instruct a legal representative to take a case to court depending on our findings. If 
your case is linked to a potential appeal it is advisable to discuss any actions with 
your legal team in the first instance. 


